A current graduate student at UW-Madison can apply for the MS or PhD graduate program in Population Health Sciences. Your first step is to contact the Graduate Program Coordinator, Kathy Rutlin (karutlin@wisc.edu) to discuss your background and interest in the Population Health graduate program.

Applicants need to submit the following materials:

1. A completed Application for Add/Change/Discontinue Program for Currently Enrolled Graduate Students
   (http://www.grad.wisc.edu/education/acadpolicy/guidelines.html#1)

2. The Population Health Sciences Supplementary Application which will be emailed to you.


4. A current CV including a list of any publications.

5. An unofficial copy of all transcripts.

6. 3 letters of recommendation. At least 2 of the letters must be current. 1 letter may be recycled from your current program.

7. GRE scores (no more than 5 years old) must be available to us in the university database (ISIS).

For more information contact:

Kathy Rutlin, Graduate Program Coordinator (karutlin@wisc.edu)
Quinn Fullenkamp, Assistant Graduate Program Coor. (ghfullen@wisc.edu)

Or see: pophealth.wisc.edu, pophealth@mailplus.wisc.edu